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Abstract

Given an overabundance of data resources and mixed frequency data sampling (MIDAS) techniques, researchers, economists, and financial forecasters are faced with making a decision on which sampling frequency is best for their experiment. We use financial data and the MIDAS technique to conduct a computationally intensive number of regressions and forecasts to calculate forecasting performance and model fit measurement summary statistics to reasonable represent forecast behavior of four sampling frequencies. We examine the summary statistics for patterns that may suggest a reasonably clear choice of sampling frequency to choose for our forecast model. Quarterly, monthly, weekly, and daily sampling frequencies are considered and compared. Each regression model contains an autoregressive component and four additional explanatory variables and our forecast models are rolling, one and two-step ahead, forecasts of the quarterly Yen and U.S. Dollar spot exchange rate. Results recommend that a weekly sampling frequency be used for one horizon forecasts while there is no clear recommendation to two horizon forecasts.
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